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Abstract—This study explores issues on medium-term multi-plant capacity allocation and expansion planning in the TFT-LCD industry. Since the Array stage is the bottleneck of this production network, our research objective is to simultaneously seek an optimal capacity allocation plan and capacity expansion policy under single-stage, multi-generation and multi-site structures. Capacity allocation decisions are on profitable product mixes and allocated production quantities of each product group at each production site. An increment strategy for the numbers of bottleneck machines and auxiliary tools—"photo mask"—is proposed to increase the flexibility of production. The decisions include how to allocate appropriately the forecast demands of products among multiple sites and how to decide on the numbers of bottleneck machines and auxiliary tools. A mathematical programming model of capacity planning is formulated to solve this problem and find the best solution, which considers practical characteristics and constraints of TFT-LCD manufacturing. Finally, an industrial case study modified from a Taiwanese TFT-LCD manufacturer is illustrated and sensitivity analysis of some influential parameters is also addressed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The manufacturing process of TFT-LCD panel industry comprises three major stages, namely, the Array, Cell and Module processes. In each stage, there exist more than one production factories with different technological generations to constitute a complicated multi-site manufacturing environment. The front-end Array process, the critical bottleneck in the three processes, is similar to the semiconductor fabrication process, the only difference being that the thin-film transistors are placed on the "glass substrate" instead of the silicon wafer. The Cell process joins the Array substrate with a color-filter substrate, inserts the liquid crystal instead of the silicon wafer. The Cell process involves taking the LCD panel and the third investment option, to expand the available capacity of the existing site; and (3) acquiring a new auxiliary tool to expand the available capacity of a product group at a certain production site. The first options belong to the irregular decisions at strategic corporate planning and are not easily implemented by the TFT-LCD manufacturer since there are several factors and difficulties in practice such as higher investment costs, long construction/installation time, and limitations in space of existing sites, etc. This paper only focuses on the acquisition of new bottleneck machines and auxiliary tools, the second and the third investment option, to expand the available capacity at a certain production site.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Hopp and Spearman [1] propose that the capacity planning must consider how much and what type of capacity to install and have a major impact on all other production planning issues (e.g., aggregate planning, demand management, sequencing and scheduling). Additionally, when capacity decision makers have decided to add capacity, there are several issues to address: (1) how much and when should capacity be added? (2) what type of capacity should be added? (3) where should additional capacity be added?
Liang and Chou [2] and Chou et al. [3] classify the capacity planning tasks into three levels by their planning horizon. In the long term, the objective of capacity planning is to prepare for plant transition in anticipation of new process technology and new product and to support strategic plans of business. In the medium term, capacity can be changed by tool purchase and decommission. It should be noted that capacity is expanded in small increments, by gradually populating the factory with more machines. Capacity planning in this time frame is mainly a tool portfolio configuration problem. In the short-term, the overall capacity is largely fixed, but with some room for adjustment through equipment set-up change-over (i.e., alternative routing). Therefore, capacity planning problems are mainly about capacity allocation among job orders and alternative routing planning.

Based on different production environments, the capacity planning problems discussed in literature can be categorized into three major categories: single-site capacity planning, multi-site capacity planning without new site installation and multi-site capacity planning with new site installation (or called supply chain network design).

Through purchasing, renting, transferring or replacing new machines or auxiliary tools, single-site capacity planning problems focus on determining the best resource investigation for allocating and expanding the capacity of a particular site to meet required demands. Li and Tirupati [4] constructed a multi-product dynamic investment model to make technology selections and expansion decisions in a single production facility. Rajagopalan [5] unified the equipment replacement and capacity expansion research by developing a general model which considers the capacity for replacement as well as expansion. Rajagopalan and Swaminathan [6] developed a mathematical programming model as an effective solution to determine the optimal capacity expansion, production and inventory decisions. Wang and Lin [7], Wang and Hou [8], and Wang et al. [9] made preliminary studies on a capacity allocation and expansion problem with tool investments (such as test machines or handlers) in a semiconductor testing facility.

Uribe et al. [10] indicate that the main issue in capacity planning is to decide the amount of investment and the selection of resource to use. Their research formulates capacity planning problem as a two-stage stochastic integer program in which the first stage characterizes the optimal response under uncertainties and the second stage selects a tool set based on the characterization from the first stage.

For the multiple sites capacity planning without new site installation, most literatures focus on how to meet future demands through expanding the capacity of existing sites to minimize total costs or maximize total profits. Papageorgiou et al.[11] proposes mixed-integer linear programming model to formulate a capacity planning and investment problem for the manufacturing network of the pharmaceutical industry.

The multiple sites capacity planning with new site installation simultaneously integrate manufacturing network design/ facility location and capacity planning problems to address three issues: (1) what are the optimal product mixes and production quantities across multiple factories? (2) what capacity expansion method should be adopted to meet unsatisfied demands through expanding the capacity of existing sites or building a new site? and (3) where new site should be opened and how much capacity should be installed in the new site under the new site installation? These problems are also called capacitated facility location and strategic supply chain network design in the literature.

MirHassani et al. [12] develop a two-stage resource allocation to investigate a strategic capacity planning problem for supply chain under demand uncertainties. The first stage strategic decisions are concerned with the opening and closing of sites and distribution centers and setting their capacity levels. The second stage operational decisions, such as production quantities and transportation amounts represent recourse actions when demands are revealed.

From the studies we have surveyed on capacity planning issues, little attention has been directed to the auxiliary tools purchasing strategy. In this paper, the capacity allocation planning and expansion policy problem in the TFT-LCD industry is explored.

III. THE CAPACITY ALLOCATION AND EXPANSION MODEL

A mixed integer linear programming model (MILP) to simultaneously get the best capacity allocation and expansion plan is developed. The purpose of capacity allocation is to generate the profitable product mix and the best production quantities of each product group across multiple sites in each period. The result of capacity expansion is to identify the purchasing amounts of the new bottleneck machines and the auxiliary tools at each site in each period. The overall objective of the capacity allocation and expansion model is to meet the future demand forecast with the maximized overall net profits. This model also considers many practical characteristics and constraints of TFT-LCD manufacturing.

The following notation is used for problem formulation.

Indices
- $i$ = Production site index
- $k$ = Product group index
- $t$ = Planning time period index

The following parameters are defined.

**Parameters**
- **Demand Parameters**
  - $d_{i,t}$ = Demand forecast of product group $k$ in period $t$ (pieces)
  - $pr_{i,t}$ = Marginal profit for selling one unit of product group $k$ produced by site $i$ in period $t$ ($/piece$)
  - $ph_k$ = Possible phase-out time of product group $k$
- **Supply Parameters**
  - $cw_i$ = Available global capacity of site $i$ in period $t$ (sheets) (determined by the number of bottleneck machines)
  - $cf_{i,k}$ = Capacity consumption factor of product group $k$ at site $i$ (determined by the number of auxiliary tools)
  - $cd_{i,t}$ = Available capacity of product group $k$ at site $i$ in period $t$ (sheets)
- **Capacity Expansion Parameters**
  - $cr_{i,k}$ = Economic cutting ratio of product group $k$ at site $i$ (pieces/ sheet)
  - $yw_{i,t}$ = Yield rate of product group $k$ at site $i$ in period $t$
  - $ea_{i,k}$ = Capacity expansion capability for product group $k$ at site $i$

(If $ea_{i,k}=1$, site $i$ has a capability to expand capacity of...
The objective function is defined as follows.

Objective function
Maximize

\[
\sum_{t=1}^{T} \left[ \text{NCF}_t \times \left(1 + cdf\right)^{-t} \right]
\]  
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The objective of the strategic supply chain planning process is to maximize the long-term economic performance of the corporation. In this study, the figure is the net present value (NPV) of the streams of net cash flows (NCF). This model also considers many practical characteristics and constraints of TFT-LCD manufacturing described in the previous section. The constraints are formulated as follows.

Constraints

1. Demand Satisfaction Constraint
\[
\sum_{i} ZQ_{i,t} \leq d_{i,t} \quad \forall k, t
\]

2. Site-Product Available Capacity Constraint
\[
XQ_{i,t} \leq ca_{i,k,t} \quad \forall i, k, t \leq el_{ik}
\]

3. Site Global Capacity Constraint
\[
\sum_{k} (XQ_{i,t} \times cf_{ik}) \leq cw_{i} \quad \forall i, t < sl_{i}
\]

4. Capacity Expansion Capability Constraint

5. Capacity Expansion Upper Bound Constraint

6. Inventory balance constraint
\[
IQ_{k,0} = iQ_{k,0} \quad \forall i, k
\]

7. Site-Product Available Capacity constraint
\[
XQ_{i,t} \leq ca_{i,k,t} + eu_{ik} \times \sum_{r=1}^{r=el_{ik}} EM_{i,tk} \quad \forall i, k, t > el_{ik}
\]

8. Budget Constraint
\[
\sum_{i} \sum_{k} \left( ec_{i,k} \times EM_{i,k} \right) + \sum_{i} \left( sc_{i} \times SM_{i} \right) \leq b_{i} \quad \forall t
\]

9. Domain Constraints:

IV. DISCUSSION

The capacity allocation planning and expansion policy problem in the TFT-LCD industry is presented in this paper. This study proposes a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) to formulate the capacity allocation and expansion model, which considers many practical characteristics and constraints of TFT-LCD manufacturing.

Consequently, from the demand fulfillment comparisons of these two strategies (limited and full expansion capabilities) shown in Figure 1, the average demand fulfillment rate of full expansion capabilities is more than the rate of limited expansion capabilities and the product groups with the higher marginal profit are completely satisfied. However, it is not a regular law that the product groups with the highest marginal
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profit must be satisfied since we need to consider other factors including economic cutting ratio and demand quantities.
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Figure 1. Average demand fulfillment rate between limited and full expansion capabilities

As shown in Figure 2, the analysis results based on the variations of different influential parameters indicate that total profit exhibits an increasing trend as all parameter levels gradually become larger except for the expansion cost level.
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Figure 2. Total profit fluctuations based on the variations of different influential parameters

For the marginal profit parameter, the increasing line of total profit is linear and the changing ratio of total profit is equal to the varying ratio of the marginal profit levels. For the expansion cost parameter, total profit will slowly decrease when the expansion cost increases. For the demand forecast and global capacity parameters, the increment rate of total profit becomes smooth with an increase in the parameter levels.
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